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specific skills series A brief evaluation
book review by lorinda cluff

SPECIFIC SKILLS SERIES richard the series has several other important
A boning baldwin NY barnell lofts advantages it is ideal for individualized
ltd 1977 language lab use the student can work

at his own pace spending as much time
when teaching english to speakers of as necessary on each level until he has

other languages emphasis is usually placed mastered that level but perhaps the greatest
in four different areas listening speaking advantage of the series is the immediate
reading and writing the purpose of this feedback it gives the student when a
review is to take a brief look at one series student has completed from one to three
of books designed to help the learner im-
prove

units his answers are checked the aver-
agehis reading skills the specific skills student will spend ten to twenty

series richard Aby boning minutes doing a five paragraph unit in

in working with students in the english getting the main idea level G after
skills laboratory at BYU HC I1 have been having his work checked which takes

very impressed with the effectiveness of only a few seconds he can then go back
and review any answers he missed thisthis series boning has done an excellent

job of covering some of the most basic quick feedback proves very helpful to most

for students and it is easy to see if the stu-
dent

skills necessary meaningful reading
has mastered each level once thishas able make theand he been to learning

mastery is attained the student can quicklyof these skills an interesting experience
proceed to the next level of difficultyperhaps a quick overview of the series
this helps to eliminate the frustrationswould beas a whole appropriate
many students acquire when they feel the

the specific skills series gives students work they are asked to do is too easy
help in developing their reading skills in for them
eight different areas which will be dis-
cussed later in greater detail these eight
areas are each divided into twelve levels of THREE BASIC SKILLS
difficulty level A for those who are on john haskell 1978 mentions three
a basic primary level and level L for those skills as being basic to gaining readreading1119

who are on a native twelfth grade level skills the acquisition of reading skills
with the other levels at varying degrees requires the ability to deal with certain
between A and L the material used for linguistic elements or processes which a
reading in all the booklets at all levels writer uses basic to these is vocabulary
with a few exceptions at the lowest levels acquisition and includes helping the student

is all factual many of the readings give to recognize such things as morphological
pertinent background material many of signals prefixes and suffixes and se-

quencethem are culturally oriented many of them signals in the specific skills series
are simply fascinating trivia but the im-
portant

boning provides booklets to help the learnlearnerer
thing is that they are all factual improve his skills in all three of these areas

the students are continually gaining factual
knowledge while acquiring the basic reading using the context
skills another important aspect of the these booklets are the vocabulary
series is its interest level I1 have seen stu-
dents

builders of the series there are twentyfivetwenty five
spend literally hours in the lab units at each level each unit consisting of

working on the series and I1 have often ten short paragraphs in each paragraph
found that I1 became very involved in reading one or two words have been omitted
the passages and answering the questions using contextual clues such as word form
myself language patterns and grammatical correct
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ness the students are to choose from three elisionselusionselusions that can be supported by facts
or four given words the word which cor-
rectly

found within the written passages
fills the blank getting the facts

working with sounds the goal of helping the students develop
this set has two major purposes the skill of recalling specific facts in an

1 to acquaint the student with the pho-
nemes

article from one reading is accomplished
of english this is accomplished in in this set by having the article written on

the lower levels and 2 to aid the student one side of the page and the questions
in recognition of word meanings through written on the reverse side of the same
the medium of prefixes suffixes and roots page
generally on the upper levels the concept
of the unit is identified or defined in the
first exercises and is then followed by nine additional SKILLS

exercises in which the student is able to the specific skills series affords stu-
dentsapply the concept in related words practice in two additional skills
locating the answer and following directionsthedetecting sequence
these two skills are especially valuable to

each booklet in this set contains twenawen people who attend school and have a need
tyay five true stories the students under-
standing

to improve their study as well as their
of the correct time sequence is reading skills

revealed by his answers to the truefalsetrue false
questions accompanying each story locating the answer

the fundamental purpose of these
comprehension SKILLS booklets is to aid the students in first

of course basic to reading is compre-
hension

clearly understanding the questions that
As a student reads he should be are asked and second developing their

able to understand the main ideas or con-
cepts

skill in locating the answers in a written
given in the reading material he passage the student is encouraged to read

should be able to go beyond the facts the the questions prior to looking for the
writer sets forth and draw conclusions answer and reading the entire written
from those facts but just as importantly passage first is discouraged
the student must be able to distinguish following directions
the facts the writer has fromgiven any these booklets help the student to
inferences he the reader have drawnmay understand that the skill of followingpractice in these three skill areas is also directions and instructions requires first
provided by the specific skills series a careful reading and understanding of the

directions the focus in the set is on four
getting the main idea basic types of directions testing and

this set of booklets is designed to help drilling experimenting assembling and
the student do just that get the main idea performing
of a short paragraph each of the twenty-
five units in each book consists of four or
five short passages for which three or four supportive SKILLS
possible main ideas are given the student boning has also written another series
should be able to choose the correct main of books which he calls his supportive
idea reading skills series this series is based

on the same general format as his specific
drawingdrawing conclusions skills series but covers such related skills

the idea of this set of booklets is to as understanding questions idioms and
help the student infer ideas from written word relationships the english skills
passages these booklets are based on the laboratory at BYU HC has two of the
same format as that used in getting the main supportive skills sets reading schedules
idea but the emphasis is on drawing con gives the student practice in reading sched
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ules and tables a common necessity in our reinforcement aspect of the specific skills
society and something which is seldom series is also present in this series
taught or ever explained the set includes As I1 have in the past year looked at
a wide variety of tables and schedules which many different materials available in the
most students are likely to encounter TESOL field I1 have been amazed at the
frequently understanding word relation-
ships

amount of material that is now being pub-
lisheduses an analogy format blueblewblueblawblue blew ofsome it good some of it poor

buryb ury to aid the student in recog-
nizing

in my work with students in the english
different kinds of be-

tween
relationships skills lab I1 have been impressed with

words many different types of the materials richard boning has pro-
ducedrelationships are covered such as sound they are usually very interesting

spelling time abstract meaning synony-
mity

to the students but more importantly
antonymity etc they are very effective in helping the stu-

dentswhile the supportive reading skills improve their basic reading skills
series covers important skills the content
matter tends to be much less interesting than REFERENCE

the content matter in the specific skills haskell john 1978 teaching reading
series for example page after page of to adults in donna ilyin and thomas
word analogies tends to get a bit tedious tragardh eds classroom practices
after a while but the quick feedback and in adult ESLFSL washington DC TESOL




